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T

he DECT Forum has many member companies that have been building consumer
and enterprise end products for many decades. Companies such as Panasonic,
Gigaset, VTech, SGW Global, Plantronics/Poly and many more have blazed the trail
for DECT and their products are in use in homes and businesses across the world. It is
possible to think that we know all of the major players.
More and more, we are finding that there
are other innovative companies that have
achieved substantial global success selling
products based on DECT, which we have
previously under-reported. These
organisations may not been part of the
main charge, nevertheless they have
become genuinely leading companies in a
particular sector.
One such company is Quail Digital, a UKbased but global manufacturer of high
quality digital headset systems for use in
healthcare, retail, hospitality and
community sectors. In the headset
business since 1995, Quail recently came
to the DECT Forum to share its belief that
DECT was so relevant and important to its
business that the technology and spectrum
must be protected. We agree, of course!
Quail is now a DECT Forum member
helping to ensure the ongoing protection
of DECT’s spectrum.
Realising that Quail Digital was a
company that had gone under our radar
for all of these years, DECT Today asked
Quail Founder & CEO Tom Downes to
tell us the story of his company, and to
explain just why DECT is so important
to Quail’s ongoing roadmap.
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DT: Thanks for joining the DECT Forum,
Tom. Perhaps you could help DECT
Today’s readers to get acquainted with
Quail Digital?
TD: We are a private, limited company
founded in 1995 to make wireless headset
systems, initially for drive-thru restaurants.
We were approached by one or two brands
in that area and asked if we could make a
solution for the European drive-thru market
where multiple people in a team in a
restaurant would all hear the same
conversation and could communicate with a
customer via a speaker post. Our initial
systems, which were produced in 2005,
were designed
using the 433
MHz – or in the
UK in the PMR
band 450-469 MHz band. That
continued for
about 10 years
until the
opportunity
arose to design
systems around
the DECT
platform.
Tom Downes, Founder &
CEO, Quail Digital

DT: And where are we likely to see
Quail systems on a day-to-day basis?
TD: We have three core markets. The first is
quick service restaurants (QSR), so you are
likely to see them in McDonald’s, Burger
King, KFC or Starbucks in the UK where our
product is used on a selective basis
alongside other competitive products. Then
retail, where our customers include Aldi, Lidl,
Netto, Co-op, Superdrug, Poundland and
many others in Europe and North America.
Then Healthcare, where they are used in
operating theatres for physicians and clinical
teams to communicate during procedures.
So far we have about 1500 installations in
operating theatres, mainly in North America,
Europe, the Middle East and Australia.

The three markets use slightly different
systems designed to provide the specific
features needed for their application, but
they each use DECT, and they are all using
it for group, private communication.

Why do your customers need a
professional platform like DECT?
I don’t consider the analogue 433- or 450469Mhz systems to be appropriate for us,
there were many practical drawbacks when
we used those frequencies. First, our
customers need one system they could
deploy everywhere. You can’t offer a global
solution that needs different licensing
regimes in each country and you can’t be
applying for individual for licenses for each
site. It used to be an administrative
nightmare. Some of our customers have got
3000 to 4,000 retail stores across 20
countries, just imagine how impractical local
licensing would become.
DECT also provides encryption, which gives
privacy. A number of bands are free-for-alls,
and all of our customers, in each of our key
sectors, require confidentiality. They can’t
have nearby competitors sharing
frequencies and they certainly can’t have
the general public listening in or
gatecrashing conversations. The channels
need to be available at all times too.
In a silent operating theatre, for example, it
is important that the headset is of sufficient
quality that there is none of the background
hum often associated with analogue
products. Our users wear their headset for 8
or 9 hours in one go, so audio quality is
terribly important.
Good battery duration is important too, in
order to get through a whole shift. In our
latest headset design, the battery will give
16 hours on standby and 9 hours in the
hands-free mode. A scrubbed-up surgeon
can’t touch the PTT button for hygiene
reasons and so their headset is in talk-lock
mode. They can work the longest
procedures and still be in unbroken
communication with their clinical team
around them. Even with this good battery
capacity, our new DECT headsets are
incredibly light and comfortable. The first
generation, back in 1995 and using
433MHz, had a quite big belt-pack - half the
size of an A5 book - with a wired headset
and battery life that was a third of the
current systems.
Our customers are serious business users
of wireless headset systems. And DECT is
the only serious frequency platform that I’m
aware of that we could seriously be using.
Our user’s applications are roughly the

Encryption, channel availability, unified
standards and high quality bandwidth – these
are the reasons we use DECT.
same; they need a team of up to 30 people to
be in a group call, on standby, all hearing
everything, able to join the call using PTT
and perhaps with some users in talk-lock
mode.
The DECT platform has given us everything
we’ve asked of it so far. We’ve designed 3
systems to accommodate the specific
requirements of each of our 3 sectors.
Whether we’ve needed to use multiple
channels as we do in drive-thru, or more
range as we need in larger stores, the DECT
chipset architecture has been flexible enough
to accommodate what we’ve needed.

DT: How would you differentiate your
solutions from other DECT-based
telephony systems?
TD: It’s important to explain that these are
localised team-based systems rather than
enterprise-wide telephone or paging systems
catering for hundreds of people. In
Healthcare, for instance, we are only in
operating theatres (ORs), trauma and
intensive therapy units (ITU) where 8-10
team members will wear headsets. We often
have a series of adjoining ORs each using
their own Quail headset system. That’s
possible because of the DECT platform’s
unique encryption process which enables us
to run multiple systems alongside each other
without any chance of interference or
blocking. There are hospitals in North
America who are happily using 14 systems in
the same premises.
In a retail store there may be up to 30 people
using the system, but in a fast-food
restaurant the team tends to be around 6, 8
or 10 at the most.

DT: And how widespread is your
business?
TD: In terms of numbers, we have about
8000 retail sites, about 1,500 healthcare
sites and, altogether, about 120,000
headsets out there using DECT.

DT: This is genuinely a great success
story! How did it happen? Are you and
your company the best salespeople in
the world, or has there been a real
‘pull’ from the market and a great
demand for such systems? Or a
combination of both?
TD: We spent a very long time trying to get
the message across that team
communication and efficiency was improved
if everyone wore a headset. In hospitals, it is
all very new.
Drive-thrus have used headsets for 30
years. The drive thru operators –
McDonald’s, Burger King and so on – have
always known that headsets enable all the
kitchen staff to hear a customer order in
real-time and therefore start the prep
process immediately.
Retailers, too, have long been aware that
headsets save their staff time on a whole
range of day to day tasks. A lot of big-name
retailers are now using them, as they’ve
seen that retail needs to be more efficient
and that their staff - through no fault of their
own, waste a lot of time by having to walk to
get the answers to questions. Eye-opening
surveys have been done by retailers, putting
pedometers on staff both before and after
headsets were used. The results showed
that their staff saved about 5 miles of
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walking per day when they used headsets
to get the answers to questions, instead of
going off to find the answer from someone
else!
These systems are modestly priced, too.
When retailers conduct proof of concept
tests to calculate the rate of return based
on efficiency, reduced shrinkage and such
things, the return is quick - a matter of
weeks, rather than months or even years.
The total investment is significant in
quantum if you operate 800 stores, but at
store level it is modest and immediately
beneficial. And when they do start using
headsets, their businesses are more
efficient, their staff feel more empowered
and they do a better job for their customers
- it’s just more professional all around.
The concept of headsets for team comms is
now widespread in small convenience
stores, in supermarkets and in high street
stores. So the time that we invested over
many years is (eventually) paying off, as
many more retailers are now adopting
them. We feel very lucky to be where we
are at the time we are.

DT: Most people associate headsets
with Bluetooth, don’t they, so where
does DECT make a difference?
TD: I’m not technical, but I don’t believe
that Bluetooth was set-up as a professionaluser solution, more perhaps as a
general-purpose space, as was 433MHz 30
years ago. Now, as then, general purpose
frequencies are simply not right for
business-critical users. I remember the
Radiocommunications Agency saying to me
that 433MHz was like being on the M25 in
that some days it was clear and fine, and
other days you were jammed and don’t get
anywhere. And so, instead of Bluetooth, we
opted for something more professional.

DT: Has your business seen changes
during the global coronavirus
pandemic?
TD: Yes, from healthcare and retail
particularly. More widespread use of PPE in
ORs and more staff working in ITUs has
highlighted the problem of poor
communication when staff are wearing fully
enclosed ‘space suits’. It’s really important
that the whole clinical team can
communicate well because they’re not all
standing together - they’re often in adjacent
rooms and prep areas too. Avoiding what
healthcare professionals call ‘never events’
- i.e. the kind of event that should never
happen in an emergency room - is a key
indicator for them. Hence the need for
utterly dependable wireless comms.
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When we chose DECT, Bluetooth was
available but the advice we received was ‘don’t
go near it with a bargepole.
In the retail sector we’re seeing increased
demand where stores are busier than
before, and where security and the personal
safety of staff has come to the fore.

DT: What enhancements to DECT
technology would help to improve and
add value to your products?
TD: It would be helpful to see further
migration to perhaps just two frequency
standards rather than two main standards
and several country-specific ones. Japan is
a good example, because we have to share
frequency with PHS (Personal Handyphone
System) there and there are very few
channels. Using DECT in Japan is possible,
but the numbers of concurrently available
channels differ from Europe or the US due
to the shared spectrum usage policy. This
means not being able to offer the same
quality of service as Quail would normally
offer. The Japanese regulator is working to
create more bandwidth for the technologies
using this spectrum. This may help us to
address this market in the same manner as
other regional markets. Likewise, does
Brazil really need to operate out-of-kilter
with either the US or EU frequency
allocation? So, it would be nice to have
everyone on the same standard and the
same frequency.
We should also pay attention to what sits
around the DECT band to make sure we
can co-exist with them without interference.
We need to make sure that radio devices

that co-exist around DECT aren’t too
powerful and able to blow DECT out. We
have had strong disruption at an American
supermarket where we detected a user
close by on a much stronger signal and this
was disrupting our registration process. It
was a wake-up call that we need to be very
careful and to be fully aware of what’s being
permitted around our frequencies. It is
important that technologies in adjacent
bands respect the spectrum etiquette to
ensure that all radio technologies can be
used to their potential.
Our customers need certainty and so my
over-arching concern is that the DECT
Forum must be tireless in protecting the
spectrum we need to provide a high quality
solution to our customers,

DT: Well, thank you Tom. This has been
a fascinating interview. The Forum is
also very cognisant of the need to
protect its spectrum and we will
certainly make sure that the
Regulatory Working Group (RWG)
within the DECT Forum is aware of
your comments. In the meantime, we
welcome you to the DECT community
and wish you continued success with
your multi-national roll-out of DECTbased headset solutions.

